Interaction potentials of the 3 ⌸ and 3 ⌺ Ϫ electronic states of the Rg-O( 3 P) systems ͑RgϭHe-Kr͒ are computed at the coupled cluster single, double ͑triple͒ level of ab initio theory using extended basis sets augmented by bond functions. The ab initio potentials agree well with the scattering potentials determined from experiments in molecular beams ͓Aquilanti et al., J. Chem. Phys. 89, 6157 ͑1988͔͒. Both sets of the interaction potentials are employed for accurate close-coupling calculations of cross sections and rate constants for intramultiplet transitions in collisions of O( 3 P j ) with Rg atoms and analytical approximations for temperature dependencies of rate constants over temperature interval 50-3500 K are proposed. The sensitivity of the dynamical results to the nature of Rg atoms and interaction potentials is analyzed and the dynamics of intramultiplet mixing in O( 3 P j ) is investigated in both high-and low-energy limits.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the great progress in experimental and theoretical studies of molecular collision dynamics, the simplest case of low-energy atomic scattering is still important. The practical interest to dynamics of atomic collisions is, for example, concerned with the analysis of elastic scattering providing empirical characterization of interaction potentials and the determination of inelastic transitions between atomic levels which govern the energy transfer kinetics and spectral properties of gas mixtures, discharges, plasmas, atmospheric and astrophysical objects, etc. Theoretical investigations of atomic scattering provide models on which to base analysis of general propensity rules for inelastic nonadiabatic transitions, and benchmark calculations for both ab initio electronic structure theory and nonadiabatic scattering methodology.
Collisions of oxygen atoms in their ground 3 P state with rare gas atoms ͑Rg͒ have attracted considerable attention. Aquilanti and co-workers measured absolute total scattering cross sections ͑ATCS͒ of oxygen atoms by Ar, Kr, and Xe in molecular beams 1 and developed a framework for their theoretical interpretation. 2 More detailed experiments were performed later by these authors. 3 Their analysis provided a full set of interaction potentials for RgϭHe-Xe, which we will refer to as ''scattering'' potentials hereafter. Liu and coworkers have measured relative differential cross sections for inelastic j-changing ͑intramultiplet͒ transitions resolved in the laboratory frame projection m for oxygen colliding with He 4 and Ar. 5 The absolute rates for intramultiplet transitions have been estimated by Abe et al. 6 from the measurements of translational energy relaxation in Kr and Xe.
Theoretical studies of interaction potentials and collision dynamics in the RgϩO systems date back to the classical works on quenching of oxygen atoms in the singlet states. [7] [8] [9] The underlying ab initio calculations did not, however, provide a proper picture of the van der Waals interaction in the lowest RgO states being designed primarily to describe excited electronic states and spin-orbit couplings between them ͑see also Refs. 10 and 11͒.
Theoretical works more relevant to the present investigation include the close coupling calculations of intramultiplet transitions in OϩHe collisions by Monteiro and Flower 12 on ab initio CEPA interaction potentials by Staemmler and Jaquet. 13 Ab initio CISD calculations with various basis sets have been performed for the ArO complex. 5 The use of these potentials for calculations of cross sections for differential intramultiplet mixing has provided an impressive agreement with available experimental data. Ab initio MP4 calculations with an extended basis set augmented by bond functions have also been performed for the same system. 14 The resulting potentials are in good agreement with scattering potentials and allowed us to reproduce quantitatively the photoelectron spectra of the ArO Ϫ anion measured in Ref. 15 . Some of the above-mentioned potentials have been recently used in a quantum-mechanical and semiclassical investigation of intramultiplet mixing in oxygen induced by collisions with He, Ar, and Xe at room temperature.
In principle, general selection rules for inelastic atomic scattering are determined solely by the symmetry of atomic states involved. It is particularly evident if the scattering problem is formulated in atomic basis ͑see, e.g., Ref. 17͒. The total Hamiltonian matrix is then decomposed into electrostatic ͑ES͒, centrifugal ͑CF͒, or Coriolis, and spin-orbit ͑SO͒ parts each having defined structure prescribed by the symmetry of asymptotic limits. It is dangerous, however, to draw conclusions about propensity rules for different transitions just from these symmetry considerations due to complexity of the associated collision dynamics. The case of Rgϩatom in the 3 P state provides an example showing quite significant intensity for the transition between the states correlating with the jϭ0 and jϭ1 asymptotic limits, which are completely uncoupled in the Hamiltonian matrix. 12, 18 It has been shown that this transition proceeds through a complicated postcollision relaxation among several states driven by sequential ES and Coriolis couplings. 16 Useful propensity rules for inelastic transitions should therefore be established only from accurate solution of the scattering problem and an analysis of its sensitivity to kinematic, potential, and relativistic parameters in the related systems.
The goals of the present study are as follows:
͑i͒ Generate the set of quality ab initio nonrelativistic potentials for the Rg-O systems ͑RgϭHe-Kr͒ which can be used along with the scattering potentials in the simulations of dynamics of intramultiplet mixing in O( 3 P j ). ͑ii͒ Test the solution of the quantum scattering problem for O( 3 P j )ϩRg intramultiplet transitions, in particular, of the reduced atomic basis set expansion and coupled-states approximation. ͑iii͒ Provide accurate estimates of cross sections and rate constants for inelastic collisions in a wide range of collision energies and temperatures and delineate their sensitivity to the nature of Rg atoms and parameters of interaction potentials. ͑iv͒ Analyze the behavior and accuracy of predicted rate constants in the low-and high-temperature limits.
II. INTERACTION POTENTIALS

A. Ab initio calculations
The interaction of a closed-shell rare gas atom with a 3 P atom gives rise to two adiabatic states, 3 ⌺ and 3 ⌸. RgO( 3 P) V ⌺ and V ⌸ potentials were calculated using partially spin restricted coupled cluster approach with single, double and noniterative triple excitations ͓RCCSD͑T͔͒. For He-O( 3 P), Ne-O( 3 P), and Ar-O( 3 P) the aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets were used. [19] [20] [21] [22] These basis sets were augmented by the set of bond functions consisting of 3s, 3p, 2d functions placed in the middle of van der Waals bond.
14 For the Ar-O( 3 P) interaction, the V ⌺ and V ⌸ potentials have recently been calculated at the MP4 level of theory. 14 We have decided to recalculate this potential here at the RCCSD͑T͒ level for the sake of uniformity with the rest of the potentials. For Kr-O( 3 P) a slightly smaller aug-cc-pVTZ basis set augmented by bond functions was used. According to our previous study, 23 in the interactions involving Kr the aug-ccpVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets provide very similar results when bond functions are present. The calculations employed the frozen-core approximation which was previously found reliable for both Kr 23 and Ar. 24 Ab initio calculations were carried out using MOLPRO 2000 suite of programs. 25 The ab initio potentials may be compared with those derived from the scattering data, see Table I . The agreement is good. In general, the ⌸ state agrees better, with R e always 
B. Analytical representation
The ab initio points have been fitted to the 15-parameter analytical function proposed by Degli Esposti and Werner 26 retaining the dominant C 6 and C 8 dispersion coefficients:
Equilibrium parameters of scattering and ab initio potentials implemented in this work are presented in Table I 
C. Elastic cross sections
In order to attain more direct comparison between the ab initio and scattering potentials, the calculations of ATCS are performed. As in dynamical calculations of inelastic collisions, the atomic basis set is implemented ͑alternatively, one can speak about atoms-in-molecule model for atomic interaction͒. A standard model is used ͑see, however, Sec. III D͒, in which the minimum basis set is composed of one Rg( 1 S 0 ) and nine O( 3 P j ) atomic functions in the ͉ j͘ representation ͓j is the total electronic angular momentum of the atom and is its projection on the internuclear body-fixed ͑BF͒ axis R͔. The one-center atomic approximation is adopted for the SO interaction. The resulting matrix V ES , which describes the relativistic electrostatic interaction, is expressed in terms of the nonrelativistic V ⌸ and V ⌺ potentials and the atomic SO splittings between the jϭ2 and jϭ1 states ⌬ 1 ϭ158.1 cm Ϫ1 and between the jϭ2 and jϭ0 states ⌬ 0 ϭ226.6 cm
Ϫ1
. 27 This matrix, whose explicit form can be found, e.g., in Refs. 2, 3, 5, 14, 16, and 18, describes nine components of the six diabatic relativistic states of RgO ͉22͘, ͉21͘, ͉20͘, ͉11͘, ͉10͘, ͉00͘ and ES couplings between them, among which only the ͉21͘↔͉11͘ and ͉20͘↔͉00͘ ones are nonvanishing.
Since the inelastic scattering contribution to the total cross section is negligible, ATCS were computed in the adiabatic approximation by diagonalizing V ES matrix analytically for adiabatic potentials and calculating total scattering cross section for each of them. The ATCS are obtained by summing individual cross sections with the weights determined experimentally. 3 ATCS computed with the ab initio and scattering potentials for RgϭHe-Kr as functions of the center of mass velocity are shown in Fig. 1 . For light rare gas atoms the agreement is very good and the difference between two curves falls within the error bars of the measured ATCS. 3 The ab initio potentials reproduce well the glory undulation patterns for Ar and Kr as well, but in this case the quantitative agreement is somewhat worse. Reflecting the anisotropy of interaction ͑i.e., the difference between V ⌸ and V ⌺ potentials͒ and being established experimentally with relatively higher accuracy than the absolute magnitude of the cross section, the glory behavior indicates high accuracy of the ab initio potentials. The similarity of the ATCS calculated with the MP4 and CCSD͑T͒ ArO potentials again demonstrates the convergence of ab initio calculations. 
III. INTRAMULTIPLET MIXING DYNAMICS
A. Computation methodology
In the present work, cross sections and rate constants for intramultiplet transitions in collisions of O( 3 P) with Rg are calculated using a rigorous quantum-mechanical close coupling ͑CC͒ approach as originally described and implemented by Mies 28 and Reid. 29 The details of the calculations for the RgϩO( 3 P) systems have been given in our previous work 16 so only a brief summary of the computation methodology is presented in the following.
The total Hamiltonian of a RgϩO system is expressed as
where R is the interatomic separation, is the reduced mass of the colliding particles, and the caret over the symbol denotes the corresponding operator. The V ES term is the electronic Hamiltonian ͑including SO coupling͒, whose matrix in the atomic basis set V ES is introduced in Sec. II C. The V CF operator describes the Coriolis interaction
where J is the total angular momentum for the collision, j is the total electronic angular momentum of the system ͑oxy-gen atom͒, and Ĵ Ϯ and ĵ Ϯ are the corresponding ladder operators. The elements of the V CF matrix can be readily obtained in the atomic basis set. 30 The expansion of the total scattering wave function in the atomic basis functions leads to a system of nine coupled equations to be solved for expansion coefficients (F j⍀ J ) at fixed values of total energy (E) and total angular momentum (J):
͑4͒
In this equation k j⍀ 2 ϭ2(EϪ⌬ j ), ⌬ j is the asymptotic energy of the ͉ j⍀͘ scattering channel equal to the SO splitting in the oxygen atom, ⍀ is the BF projection of J and j, and the coupling matrix U is a sum of the ES and CF coupling matrices, whose explicit form has been given in Ref. 16 .
Equation ͑4͒ is solved in the BF frame with the usual boundary conditions 28 yielding the scattering S matrix, which is then transformed to the space-fixed ͑SF͒ representation of Arthurs and Dalgarno. 31 Cross sections for intramultiplet transitions are computed from the S-matrix elements at fixed total energies E and the energy dependencies of cross sections are integrated with Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution over collision energies to give rate constants.
B. Intramultiplet transitions: General trends
As has already been mentioned, the SO exited states of oxygen atoms labeled by jϭ0 and jϭ1 are coupled to the ground jϭ2 state by elements of the ES matrix, while there is no direct coupling between the states with jϭ0 and j ϭ1. The jϭ0→ jЈϭ1 transition is sometimes termed as ''forbidden'' 12, 18 due to the symmetry constraints. Accurate quantum-mechanical calculations of rate constants for intramultiplet transitions at room temperature by Monteiro and Flower 12 have, indeed, shown that the 0→1 transition in OϩHe collisions is one order of magnitude slower than the allowed 0→2 and 1→2 transitions. It was found by Alexander and co-workers 18 that the 0→1 transition is determined by Coriolis couplings. Our CC calculations have illustrated that the 0→1 transition becomes relatively more important with increasing mass of Rg atoms 16 and proceeds through a complicated postcollision relaxation determined by an interplay of ES and Coriolis interactions. The mechanism of this transition can schematically be represented as a threestep process: ͉ jϭ0,⍀ϭ0͘→͉ jϭ2,⍀ϭ0͘→͉ jϭ2,⍀ϭϮ1͘ →͉ jϭ1,⍀ϭϮ1͘. The first and the third transitions in this chain are fully determined by ES couplings, while the second transition within the jϭ2 manifold of levels is governed by Coriolis couplings. Figure 2 presents cross sections for intramultiplet relaxation of oxygen in collisions with He, Ar, and Xe. In case of the OϩHe collisions the cross section for the 0→2 transition is larger than the cross section for the 0→1 transition by an average factor 1.45 in the whole considered interval of energies. It follows from this result that the cross sections for excitation of O( 3 P 2 ) to the jϭ0 ( 2→0 ) and the jϭ1 ( 2→1 ) levels, computed from the data of Fig. 1͑a͒ using the detailed balance principle, obey the ratio 2→1 / 2→0 Ϸ2, which is exactly what has been observed experimentally by Ma and Liu. 4 This nonstatistical branching ratio of the excitation cross sections indicates that the j-changing transitions in the OϩHe collisions are dominated by those with ⌬⍀ ϭ0. Indeed, it may be seen from Fig. 1͑a͒ , that the 0→1 transition, forbidden if ⍀ is conserved, 16, 18 is much slower than two other transitions at all but the highest collision energies.
The relaxation of O( 3 P 0 ) by Ar and Xe ͓Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑c͔͒ results in qualitatively different branching ratios of the product states. The cross section for the 0→2 relaxation by Ar is comparable in magnitude with the cross section for the 0→1 transition at low collision energies, but increases much faster with energy, exceeding the cross section for the 1 →2 transition in the high-energy interval. When the relaxing partner of oxygen is Xe, the probability for relaxation of O( 3 P 0 ) to the jϭ1 state is greater ͑!͒ than this for relaxation to the jϭ2 state at low energies. The relative magnitudes of the cross sections for three considered transitions in oxygen atoms are similar for collisions with Ar and Xe at high energies.
The experimental measurements of branching ratios in excitation of O( 3 P 2 ) by collisions with He 4 indicate the ⍀-conserving mechanism of the intramultiplet transitions. The assumption of ⍀ conservation has been made in a later model study by Abe and co-workers. 6 In this connection, it seems important for us to delineate the validity of the ⍀-conserving approximation, also known as coupled states ͑CS͒ approximation in the analogous treatment of rotationally inelastic molecular scattering. 32, 33 The CS approximation is made to the CF term in Eq. ͑3͒ in the total Hamiltonian, where the products of the ladder operators are omitted. This eliminates all couplings between states with different ⍀ values. The 0→1 transition, therefore, becomes impossible and two other transitions become uncoupled. 16, 18 The results of our CS calculations of cross sections for the SO relaxation of O( 3 P) by three Rg are shown in Fig. 2 in comparison with the CC data. The CS approximation performs very well for both transitions in the OϩHe collisions and the 0→2 transition in the OϩAr and Xe collisions. The cross sections for the 1→2 transition obtained from the CS calculations underestimate the CC results for collisions of O with Ar and Xe by a factor 1.2-1.4. These results indicate that the Coriolis mixing of ⍀ sublevels in the final jϭ2 state plays no role for the allowed transitions, while the mixing of ⍀ sublevels in the initial ( jϭ1) state is apparently important. It should be noted that the ratios of cross sections jϭ0→2 / jϭ1→2 computed in the CS approximation are equal to an average factor 1.5 for all rare gases at high collision energies.
The CS approximation is more accurate at low collision energies. It should be mentioned that, in contrast to the present results, our previous study 16 of the intramultiplet relaxation in Cl( 2 P)ϩRg collisions has shown that the accuracy of the CS approximation increases with the mass of Rg.
Abe and co-workers 6 have determined effective temperature-averaged cross sections for excitation of O( 3 P 2 ) to the jϭ1 level from the translational energy relaxation measurements of O in Kr and Xe as 2.4Ϯ1.2 and 1.4 Ϯ0.7 Å 2 , respectively. In order to model their results, we compute the effective temperature-dependent cross sections by integration of the energy-resolved excitation cross sections with Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions. These effective cross sections are then averaged over the experimental temperature intervals 300-2200 K for Kr and 300-2300 K for Xe. The final cross sections computed with scattering potentials are 1.6 Å 2 for Kr and 1.7 Å 2 for Xe and the calculations for Kr on ab initio potentials give the value 1.3 Å 2 . Although all theoretical results are within the experimental error bars, the experiment predicted higher cross sections for Kr than for Xe. All theoretical results prove that Xe is a more efficient relaxing partner. It is likely that the accuracy of the experimental values is limited by the simplicity of the kinetic model for inelastic processes implemented for evaluating the cross sections from temperature relaxation data. 6 Two assumptions made therein, the conservation of ⍀ and the absence of the 1→0 transition, are not strictly valid ͑see the previous discussion͒.
C. Rate constants for intramultiplet relaxation
In order to compute rate constants for intramultiplet transitions in oxygen atoms induced by collisions with rare gases in a wide range of temperatures extending to 3500 K, we perform CC calculations of cross sections over the energy interval 10-15 000 cm Ϫ1 with a step of 50 cm
Ϫ1
. Table II collects rate constants for quenching of SO excited states of oxygen by all Rg obtained on the ab initio and scattering potentials at three temperatures and the temperature dependencies of rate constants for relaxation by several rare gases are presented in Fig. 3 .
The following observations can be made from examination of these data.
͑i͒ The rate constants for all three transitions show little sensitivity to the nature of Rg atoms. For comparison, the room-temperature rate constants for relaxation of Cl( 2 P 1/2 ) on Rg computed in our previous works 16, 23, 24 decrease by four orders of magnitude as Rg changes from He to Xe.
͑ii͒ The rate constants for the ''forbidden'' 0→1 transition are more than one order of magnitude smaller than the rate constants for two ''allowed'' transitions in the O( 3 P) ϩHe and Ne collisions at low temperatures and approach them at high temperatures. At the highest considered temperature, the allowed 0→2 and 1→2 transitions are only a factor 2-4 faster than the relaxation of O( 3 P 0 ) to the jϭ1 level by He and Ne. The rate constants for this ''forbidden'' transition in the O( 3 P 0 )ϩAr and Xe collisions are greater than the rate constants for the 0→2 transition at low temperatures and smaller than the latter by a factor 2-2.2 at high temperatures.
͑iii͒ The rate constants for the 0→2 and 1→2 transitions are of similar magnitudes throughout the whole considered temperature interval except for the smallest temperatures, although it may be noticed that in the collisions with He the rate constant for the 0→2 transition is systematically larger by ϳ1.25-1.6 times than that for the 1→2 transition ͑cf. the preceding discussion of cross sections͒. The ratio of the rate constants for the 0→2 and 1→2 transitions in collisions with all other rare gases is less than 1 at low temperatures and approaches a factor of 1.1-1.35 at Tϭ3500 K, being smaller for relaxation by heavier Rg. This is despite the energy gap between the jϭ0 and jϭ2 states in the oxygen atom is larger by a factor 1.43 than the energy gap between the states with jϭ1 and jϭ2.
͑iv͒ The rate constants computed on different sets of interaction potentials agree well, the agreement being excellent at high temperatures. The difference between the rate constants for all three transitions obtained with two sets of interaction potentials changes sign with temperature and is most significant for the case of the OϩAr collisions at low temperatures. The rate constants for the 0→1 transition ͑de-termined by both Coriolis and ES couplings͒ show the same sensitivity to the interaction potentials as the rate constants for the allowed transitions ͑fully determined by ES couplings͒ in the whole temperature range. The rate constants for the OϩHe collisions calculated by Monteiro and The rate constants for intramultiplet transitions can be represented to a good approximation by the following analytical form:
where xϭ1/T 3 and a j→ j Ј (i) are the fitting coefficients. The values of the a (i) coefficients yielding rate constant for all intramultiplet transitions calculated on the ab initio and scattering potentials are listed in Table III . The fitting functions are valid over the temperature range 50-3500 K. The quantities in Table III are defined as
where k j→ j Ј c are the computed rate constants and k j→ j Ј f are the values resulting from the fits. It can be seen that the maximum uncertainty due to fitting ( max ) is usually less than 5% and never exceeds 9%. The uncertainty averaged over all considered temperatures ( mean ) is always below 3%.
D. Accuracy of the scattering calculations at high energies
As discussed in Sec. II, the atomic basis set implemented in the solution of quantum scattering problem describes only the states correlating with the ground O( 3 P)ϩRg asymptote. Figure 4 compares cross sections for intramultiplet transitions calculated using the standard and extended atomic basis sets. There is virtually no difference between the results of two models at low energies, but at energy ϳ5000-6000 cm Ϫ1 they start to deviate from each other for the 1→2 and 2→0 transitions. The deviations approach a maximum in the energy interval 7000-12000 cm Ϫ1 , which contains the crossing point between the states of the ⌺ sym- metry. The maximum deviation does not exceed 2 Å 2 ͑10%-15%͒ and changes sign with energy. It is estimated that the excited 1 1 ⌺ ϩ state may influence the high-temperature rate constants only by 5%-10%. This proves the validity of the standard model for inelastic transitions in O( 3 P) at collision energies less than ϳ15 000 cm Ϫ1 .
E. Intramultiplet transitions at low energies
The interest to atomic and molecular collisions at low energies has been revived by a recent success of experimentation with molecular condensates at ultracold temperatures. 35 Several theoretical studies of vibrational relaxation in ultracold collisions of diatomic molecules with atoms have, for example, been reported over the last several years by Balakvishnan and co-workers. 36 -39 These works have shown that cross sections for vibrational relaxation of diatomic molecules at low energies are determined by scattering resonances and increase to infinity in the limit of zero collision energy in accord with Wigner's threshold law for s-wave scattering. 40 As a result, rate constants for vibrationally inelastic collisions are finite at Tϭ0 K and may be quite large. It is of interest to consider the dynamics of electronically inelastic atomic collisions at ultralow temperatures. Figure 5 presents energy dependencies of cross sections for relaxation of O( 3 P 0 ) and O( 3 P 1 ) by He calculated with the scattering and ab initio potentials. All cross sections show resonance structure at collision energies between 0.01 and 50 cm Ϫ1 . The resonances for the 0→2 and 0→1 transitions have the same widths and positions, while the cross section for the 1→2 transition exhibits distinct and more rich resonance structure. Noteworthy, the resonance patterns pertinent to each inelastic cross section qualitatively resemble those of elastic cross sections computed for corresponding adiabatic electronic states. Figure 6 shows energy dependencies of partial opacity functions ͑cross sections at a single value of orbital angular momentum l͒ for the O( 3 P 0 )→O( 3 P 2 ) relaxation by collisions with He. The opacity functions for each value of l reveal resonances. The positions of maxima in the opacity functions are listed in Table IV for several values of l. In general, the position of resonances shifts toward higher energies when l increases. All these findings show that the observed resonances are due to trapping of the system behind the centrifugal barrier of the effective ͑ES plus CF͒ adiabatic interaction potentials. The coupling between different electronic states is large in this region and the probability for the energy redistribution between different j states is greater. The opacity functions for l values larger than seven do not show maxima because the centrifugal term in the Hamiltonian starts to dominate and there is no minimum on the effective interaction potential where the system could be trapped.
Figures 7 and 8 depict cross sections for intramultiplet relaxation in collisions of O( 3 P) with Ar and Xe, respectively. The number of resonances increases and the resonances become narrower as Rg changes from He to Xe. The location of the resonances extends to higher values of energies in the case of heavier rare gases. The resonant behavior of cross sections for the OϩXe collisions is important at energy as high as 80 cm Ϫ1 and influences the rate constants for intramultiplet transitions at temperatures up to 100 K.
The increasing number of scattering resonances in cross sections for relaxation by heavier rare gases is determined by an increase of the RgϩO interaction strength in the He-Xe sequence ͑see previous sections͒ and increase of the reduced mass of the colliding particles. More values of orbital angular momentum contribute to the total scattering cross sections when the colliding particles are heavier and greater magnitudes of the potential wells facilitate trapping of the system behind the CF barrier.
It follows from Figs. 5, 7, and 8 that the cross sections for the allowed 0→2 and 1→2 transitions upturn when the collision energy becomes small and increase as inversely proportional functions of velocity. The cross sections for the 0→1 transitions in collisions of oxygen with He, Ar, and Xe vanishes in the zero collision energy limit. The threshold relaxation of O( 3 P 0 ) by He has been discussed in our previous work 41 where it was shown that the dependence of the cross section for the 0→2 relaxation presented in Fig. 5͑a͒ results in a finite value of rate constants at T→0 K because electronic transitions determined by ES couplings obey Wigner's threshold law for lϭ0. In contrast, the cross sections and rate constants for the transitions determined by Coriolis couplings should vanish in the zero temperature limit because the lϭ0 partial wave does not contribute to them. The results shown in Figs. 5, 7, and 8 support this finding. The inverse velocity dependence of the cross sections for relaxation by He extends to much higher energies than this of the cross sections for relaxation by heavier rare gases. Apparently, this is because the relative contribution of the lϭ0 partial wave ͑s-wave scattering͒ is more significant for collisions with light He atoms. The range of applicability of Wigner's law is also larger for the 0→2 transitions than for the 1→2 relaxation.
Figures 5 and 7 also compare resonant structures in cross sections for the 0→2 and 1→2 transition in collisions of oxygen with He and Ar computed on the ab initio and scattering potentials. Although the general resonant structures obtained on two sets of the interaction potentials are similar, the positions of the resonances are sensitive to the interaction potentials. Quantitative information on the sensitivity of the resonance positions on the interaction potentials can be ob- 
IV. SUMMARY
The main results of the present work can be summarized as follows.
͑1͒ Ab initio potentials of high quality are derived. They agree well with those determined from the scattering data. The remaining discrepancies are usually ͑except for He͒ within the limits of experimental error bars.
͑2͒ Accurate close coupling ͑CC͒ calculations of cross sections and rate constants for intramultiplet relaxation in O( 3 P)ϩRg collisions are performed on two sets of the interaction potentials. It is illustrated that the relaxation dynamics of oxygen is qualitatively different for collisions with various rare gases at low temperatures and the jϭ0→ jϭ1 transition, forbidden to first order, may be faster than the allowed jϭ0→ jϭ2 and jϭ1→ jϭ2 transitions in collisions with heavy rare gases. It is found that the rate constants for two latter transitions are of similar magnitudes at temperatures above 300 K for all Rg.
͑3͒ Thermal averaged cross sections for the jϭ2→ j ϭ1 excitation in collisions of O with Xe and Kr computed using scattering and ab initio potential agree well with experimental measurements.
͑4͒ The coupled states approximation is investigated and it is shown that it is applicable for all intramultiplet transitions in the OϩHe collisions and the jϭ0→2 transitions in collisions of O( 3 P) with heavier Rg. It is found, however, that the CS approximation may underestimate accurate CC results for the jϭ1→2 transitions in the O( 3 P)ϩAr and Xe collisions. In general, the CS approximation is more accurate at low collision energies.
͑5͒ Selected calculation for the OϩXe collisions are performed with an extended basis set in order to verify the va- lidity of the standard CC model including only states correlating with the 3 P asymptotic limit. It is shown that the standard model can be used at the collision energies up to 15 000 cm Ϫ1 .
͑6͒ The dynamics of intramultiplet relaxation in O(
3 P) ϩRg collisions is investigated in the limit of zero collision energy and it is shown that the intramultiplet relaxation in O( 3 P)ϩRg collisions at low energies is determined by scattering resonances. The number of resonances and the range of energies where they are important increases with the mass of Rg atoms. In the case of the OϩXe collisions the resonances are observed at collision energies up to 80 cm Ϫ1 . It is illustrated that cross sections for both the 0→2 and 1→2 transitions ͑fully determined by ES couplings͒ obey Wigner's lϭ0 threshold law showing an inverse dependence on the velocity of the colliding particles and the cross sections for the 0→1 transition ͑determined by Coriolis coupling͒ vanish in the zero energy limit. The applicability of Wigner's threshold law extends over a greater interval of energies for the 0→2 transition and the relaxation by He atoms.
͑7͒ ment with our results ͑cf. Table I͒ , indicating satisfactory basis set saturation of our calculations.
